
Aleksei Aleksandrov

Functions of perturbed noncommuting self-adjoint operators

Let f belong to the Besov space B1
∞1(R2). We define function f(A,B) of noncommuting

self-adjoint operators A and B. Main result: let 1 ≤ p ≤ 2. Then

‖f(A1, B1)− f(A2, B2)‖Sp ≤ C(p)(‖A1 −A2‖Sp + ‖B1 −B2‖Sp)

for all f ∈ B1
∞1(R2) and all self-adjoint operators A1, A2, B1 and B2. That is not true for

p ∈ (2,+∞]. Joint works with F. Nazarov and V. Peller.

Aleksander Aptekarev

Approximation of algebraic functions by rational functions

Let f be a germ of an analytic function with finite number of branch points in the complex
plane. For example, f can be a power series of an algebraic function. We discuss properties
of rational approximants of function f . Convergents of a continued fraction for f (other
name is Pade approximants) serves as the rational approximants. There is an important
relation between the maximal domain, where f has a single-valued branch and the domain
of convergence of the rational approximants for f . Indeed, the approximants, which are
rational functions and thus single-valued, approximate a holomorphic branch of f in the
domain of their convergence. At the same time most of their poles tend to the boundary
of the domain of convergence and the support of their limiting distribution models the
system of cuts that makes the function f single-valued. J. Nuttall has conjectured that
this system of cuts has minimal logarithmic capacity among all other systems converting
the function f to a single-valued branch. The complete proof of Nuttall’s conjecture was
obtained by H. Stahl. In our joint work with Maxim Yattselev, we derive strong (or
Bernshtein-Szego type) asymptotics for the denominators of the rational approximants
for this problem. We discuss various applications of this result: a functional analog of
Thue-Siegel-Roth theorem, classification of spurious or wandering poles.

Tuomas Hytönen

Advances in weighted norm inequalities

The classical theory of weighted norm inequalities provides a characterization of admissible
weights such that the Hilbert transform or other singular operators act boundedly from
the weighted space Lp(w) to itself. This lecture surveys two lines of recent development:
proving sharp quantitative forms of the classical mapping properties (the A2 theorem),
and characterizing the admissible pairs of weights when the operator acts from one L2(u)
space to another L2(v) (the two-weight problem).

Antti Kupiainen

Constructing the Liouville Model

We construct the 2d Liouville model, a Conformal Field Theory of central charge ≥ 25
and discuss its connections to 2d random surfaces.



István Prause

Asymptotic variance of the Beurling transform

Motivated by questions about boundary distortion of conformal maps we study growth
properties of the Beurling transform. Asymptotic variance of a Bloch function is relevant
in this context. This quantity is related to dimension of quasicircles and to integral means
of univalent functions. This is joint work with Kari Astala, Oleg Ivrii and Antti Perl.

Eero Saksman

Sobolev and Triebel-Lizorkin spaces via hyperbolic fillings

We consider definitions of function spaces on metric spaces via hyperbolic fillings, which
leads to a natural (quasi)-conformal invariance of the definition. Talk is based on a joint
work with Mario Bonk (UCLA) and Tomas Soto (Helsinki).

Stanislav Smirnov

TBA

Vasily Vasyunin

30 years of Bellman function

The object that will be called a Bellman function appeared in a paper by Donald
Burkholder in 1984. But this name was assigned to this function ten years later in a
series of work by Nazarov, Treil and Volberg. I suppose to make a historical surwey of the
Bellman function method with the main accent on the results obtained by St. Petersburg
group of mathematicians during the last decade.

Peter Zograf

Mathematical physics of map enumeration

Counting problems for ribbon graphs (maps) and bipartite ribbon graphs (hypermaps, or
Grothendieck’s ”dessins d’enfants”) are considered. It is shown that the corresponding
generating functions satisfy a number of remarkable integrability properties. In partic-
ular, they obey Virasoro constraints, evolution equations, Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (KP)
hierarchy and topological recursion (in the sense of Eynard-Orantin).


